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Abstract: The phrase “Europe of the Regions” has been used to describe the EU and denotes a principle 

of regional recognition and empowerment. Regions all over Europe have hoped that the European 

Union would grant them power to bypass the central government and in some cases, pave the way for 

independence. The Maastricht Treaty helped by creating multiple institutions which the regions had 

direct or indirect access to, such as the Committee of the Regions. Many regionalist parties established 

offices in Brussels to represent their interests and a greatly expanded role of the regions seemed 

plausible. However with 20 years since the Maastricht Treaty, it appears that initial hopes were 

misplaced, as regions lack the power to bypass central governments. This paper seeks to examine how 

powerful regions, namely Catalonia and Scotland, can affect EU policy both through official channels and 

secondary influence. By looking at a number of channels it is clear that in these two cases the EU has 

empowered regions, but not to an extent where they are able to bypass their central governments 
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Introduction 

 A “Europe of the Regions” is a phrase used to describe the European Union as a 

collection of many regions, taking into consideration regions at the subnational level.  As the 

formation of the EU has taken away some of the powers of its members and given voice on the 

supranational stage to subnational groups, regional nationalists across Europe have hoped to use 

the European Union as a tool to reach their goals of greater autonomy and, in some cases, 

complete independence. This second group, those regional nationalists who desire independence 

for their nation from the state in which they are located, shall be the focus of this piece. These 

groups exist throughout several regions in Europe but the most notable groups currently are the 

Scottish in the United Kingdom and the Catalans in Spain and France.  

 Both Catalonia and Scotland have recently sought referendums to determine whether they 

will remain part of Spain and the United Kingdom, or whether these so-called stateless nations 

will become independent and seek status as new member states of the European Union. Both 

Scotland and Catalonia have used the rhetoric and the framework of the European Union to 

argue the legitimacy of their claims to independence.  They have sought to use the European 

Union as a means to bypass central governments. The purpose of this paper is to show that 

although the EU has empowered its regions and helped to move power from central to regional 

governments, the most significant actors in the EU,  even in the process of decentralization of 

power are the states themselves. The recent calls for independence in Scotland have much more 

to do with the failure of domestic institutions linking central to regional governments at a 

domestic level than they do with any culmination of regionalist rhetoric or policies from the 

regional lobbying to the EU or EU policy, the so-called third level of supranational policy 

making.  
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 To illustrate the central point a number of factors will be examined, beginning with a 

look at the literature that has been written about the topic. Next there is an examination of 

official policy channels as well as informal influence that regions exert in the EU. Next there will 

be an overview the two regions of Spain and Catalonia as well the countries that contain these 

regions. Finally by comparing these two regions we will be able to show how much the 

government of the member state still holds significant control in policy making decisions even 

for these very important EU substate regions.  

Literature Review 

 The scholarly literature concerning the relationship between European Union institutions 

and Europe’s regions takes a twofold approach. One approach is to examine the evolving 

relationship from the perspective of the regions. The second approach looks at the development 

of EU institutions involved in regional (subnational) matters. Over time, the trend in literature 

has shifted from a great deal of optimism at the potential of the EU to empower regions to one of 

a good deal of cynicism at the impotence of institutions to represent the regions of Europe 

(Tatham, 2008: 501). Although most authors focus on EU level institutions, several authors, 

especially those focusing on a specific region or country, stressed linking mechanisms and 

practices used to negotiate between regional and central governments with regards to EU policies. 

These authors also look at the changing views of the regionalist parties towards the EU, which 

have ranged from supporting the expansion of EU policies and institutions wholeheartedly to 

turning very skeptical of the EU, depending on both time and policy factors (Wright, 2000: 140). 

 The literature of the 1980s and early 1990s concentrated on the effects of the European 

Regional Development Funds and the potential of institutions established by the 1993 Maastricht 
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Treaty. The literature that covered the structural funds focused on the precedent set of a 

supranational organization interacting directly with regions within a sovereign state as a matter 

of common practice (Anderson, 1990: 421). Although scholars disagreed on some details, they 

placed great stress on the fact that these institutions created a potential third level of policy 

making, where regional institutions could interact directly with the supranational European 

Union. A true “Europe of the Regions” with a confederation of European regions was never a 

foregone conclusion, but it was one was possibility considered by the literature (Loughlin, 1996: 

152). This was in the context of the break-up of former Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union into 

new sovereign entities as a trend that might have continued into western Europe.  

 However towards the end of the 1990s and the beginning of the 2000, the observers 

became more cynical. These articles looked at regional participation in the European Union 

mainly through the Committee of the Regions, regional offices of regions and regionalist parties, 

and transnational regional organizations (Tatham, 2008: 501). Most articles focused on these 

channels and dismissed regional influence within the European Parliament as minimal and 

influence within the European Commission or Council of Ministers as inconsequential on policy. 

Authors writing in the 2000s contended that Europe had fallen far short of its initial potential to 

empower regions and in fact ensured the dominance of the central state governments in the 

policy arena (Elias, 2008: 484). Many authors looked at the relative ineffectiveness of the 

Committee of the Regions to represent regional policy, and how any attempts to expand its 

purview had been voted down. Overall the power of the regions was greatly diluted in European 

institutions due to the many representatives of member states with centralized governments.  

This wave of literature viewed direct European representation of regions as inconsequential to 

policy decisions as they had a much better chance of influencing policy at a domestic level.  
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 The most recent literature had reached a balance between earlier optimism at the potential 

for a federalist “Europe of the Regions” and the later literature dismissing the importance of any 

direct regional representation at the European level. Literature towards the late 2000s and early 

2010s has concluded that the EU has created a space for regions to impact policy. These authors 

also examined how regional parties use indirect or secondary influence to have a stronger say 

than their access to channels of representation would indicate. Some recent literature has also 

addressed the recent pushes for independence of several regions such as Scotland and Catalonia. 

This debate is still conflicted: with legal arguments for the continued EU citizenship of peoples 

of those potential states leading to quick EU membership on one side and articles focusing on the 

supremacy of member states in the EU on the other (Brunton, 2012: 1). Although the literature 

has changed much in the recent years, analysis of EU channels of influence is still at the 

forefront of academic discourse and thus this paper will begin by examining both official 

channels of access as well as indirect methods of influence that are used by the regions.  

The European Union and its Relationship with Regions 

The formation of the European Union and the preparation for monetary union in 1993 

came with the creation of several policies and institutions as well as rhetoric about the future of a 

united Europe. While the trends seems to indicate the EU as helping to encourage regionalism, 

the symmetry of European regional policy, the primacy given to member states, and the 

reluctance of member states to allow for independence prospects are significant barriers to the 

pursuit of these regions of greater autonomy or possible independence. The effects of the 

formation of the union on the regions can be divided into three essential areas at the domestic 

and supranational level: ideological, institutional, and influential. There is much data about 
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institutions and they are indeed an important focus but ideology and influence need to be 

addressed as well. 

Ideological Support for Regional Empowerment 

 The expression “Europe of the Regions” comes out of various federalist and regionalist 

groups that came to increased prominence after World War II (Loughlin, 1996: 150). 

Regionalists and federalists sought to create a more federalized Europe where nation-states 

would have diminished powers, with some even seeking the total abolition of nation states in 

favor of relations between ethnic nations that existed in sovereign states (Loughlin, 1996: 151). 

The phrase has gone on to mean many things depending on its context. Coupled with the rhetoric 

and concept of regionalization, there is also the parallel concept of Europeanization, or forming a 

single Europe from many nation states, both in political and economic capacities (Hudson, 2000: 

416).  By co-opting the nations of Europe into a supranational organization, the conventional 

narrative is that the powers of nation states would be diminished and the power of regions within 

nation states increased.  

Although years of the EU have not led to a “Europe of the Regions,” it has made 

representation at the European level a norm for many regions all over Europe, as can be seen in 

the continuous rise of regional offices in Brussels (Moore, 2008: 520). The fact that Scotland and 

Catalonia, along with many other regions, use or attempt to use similar institutional channels 

despite varying influence at the domestic level, shows that regions have gained importance in the 

European Union and likewise that the EU is important to regions. Although a fully formed third 

level does not exist independent of the central governments of EU member states, there is no 

comparable regional representation in other supranational bodies: for example, Quebec does not 
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have any voice separate from Canada in the UN, NAFTA, or NATO.  On ideological level 

having a presence on the supranational policy making level is extremely important for the 

regions and especially regionalist parties. Even without much power, this recognition and 

commitment to working with regional governments by itself has been a significant step. As many 

writers are quick to note, the EU has created a space of multi-level governance by expanding 

upon the so-called two level game of supranational politics as proposed by Robert Putnam, by 

allowing domestic actors access to supranational institutions (Magone: 2004 , 3). 

Many regions in Europe, particularly those studied, have sought independence by way of 

the European Union. Although it will be discussed later for the particular regional contexts, 

regional nationalists, in large part, have sought the EU as a means to break down or bypass 

central state authority (Elias, 2008: 484). While faith has waned in the 2000s as their vision of a 

“Europe of the Regions” has not materialized, the continued engagement of regions at the 

European level illustrates that this has not lead to a widespread decrease in attempts of 

regionalists to use the European Union and its institutions as a means to their ends. Scotland and 

Catalonia both hope that the EU will mitigate various burdens of independence with their 

prospective member states still having access to the common market and their citizens still 

having access to the rights of EU citizens (Bruton, 2012: 1). Although this is contested by 

officials on the supranational and state level, it is important to note that the EU has given, 

whether intentionally or not, ideological and rhetorical power to regionalist parties by 

recognizing them at the supranational level. However outside of recognition, the EU has given 

regions access to various channels that can be used to influence EU policy.  
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Official Channels of Regional Influence 

 In addition to the rhetoric of regionalism and Europeanization by scholars and some early 

proponents of the European Union integration there have also been many tangible policies in 

place that have given greater power to regions within Europe. The channels of access include 

those where regional representatives have direct representation, namely the Committee of 

Regions and the European Parliament and those where they have indirect representation either 

through their regional offices or the central government of their member state. The main focus of 

this second group is on the European Council of Ministers and to a much lesser extent on the 

European Commission. There is also much importance given to Brussels Offices of various 

regions, as well as transnational regional associations which help lobby and gather information at 

the EU level.  

The earliest policy enacted in this vein was the European Regional Development Fund. 

This fund, as its name suggests was started in order to reduce inequalities between regions in the 

member-states of the European Community (Loughlin, 1996: 153). Although the effect of these 

funds will be discussed in the context of the study regions later it is necessary to note that this is 

the beginning of European recognition and consideration of sub-state regions in policy 

consideration (Loughlin, 1996: 153).  These funds and their implementation paved the way for 

the role regions would have when the European Union was formed. This culminated in the 

principle of subsidiary, which seeks to have decisions made on as close a level to the citizen as 

possible.  

With the creation of the Maastricht Treaty, additional instruments were created to give 

representation and power to regions within Europe, most evident in the creation of the 
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Committee of Regions. This committee is made up of many officials from the regions of all 

European countries and serves as an advisory body to the Council of Europe (Loughlin, 1996: 

155).  The Committee of Regions is a body that is an extension of the Consultative Council of 

Regional and Local Authorities, and has members of regional and local governments working to 

advise the EU in decision-making. The role of the committee is largely symbolic as it has no real 

power to check or directly affect legislation, but its consultative role is important especially 

concerning the implementation of policy on a local level in the European Union (Hooghe and 

Marks, 1998: 75). The lack of real power has led regionalist parties to ask for an increased role 

for this body beyond that of its current advisory capacity (Loughlin, 1996: 155). In addition, the 

makeup of the committee dilutes the power of regionalist actors. The committee offers 

representation to both local and regional actors, and there is no uniform method for selecting 

representatives. A criticism of this is that the power of regionalist actors like the German länder 

or the Spanish autonomous communities is the same as regional and local governments from 

states like Ireland which are heavily dependent on the central government (Hooghe and Marks, 

1998: 75).  

The other body where regionalist parties have direct representation is the European 

Parliament. The European Parliament is the main legislative body of the EU and with 

democratically elected members it has a sizeable amount of power in the EU system especially 

compared to the relatively toothless Committee of the Regions. It is made up of 785 members 

from all member states based on population. To mitigate some dilution of their influence due to 

the large size of the parliament, regionalist parties have formed transnational coalitions to be 

formed between regionalist actors. (Loughlin, 1996: 154). European political parties and mainly 

the European Free Alliance, serve as tool for coordinating the legislative agenda of many 
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regionalist parties. European lobby groups range in function with some focusing more on 

fostering cooperation between the regions, such as the Four Motors of Europe, while others like 

the Association of European Regions work to represent the interests of regions to various EU 

bodies. As will be discussed later, regions have power outside of mere voting numbers that need 

to be considered. Regionalist parties have varying degrees of representation based on their ability 

to mobilize their followers to vote in elections of the European Parliament, but strong regionalist 

parties, like the Scottish National Party, or Catalan Nationalist Parties have had a representative 

in European Parliament since 1993.  

 Outside of the European Parliament and Committee of the Regions, the regions lack 

access to other important policy making bodies at the EU level. It has also been argued that the 

EU has a bias towards the central governments of member states (Bourne, 2003: 600). In both 

the Council of Ministers and the European Commission member states have a monopoly on 

official power and although many countries, especially those with powerful regional actors, 

allow regional officials to sit in and sometimes represent the interests of the country as a whole, 

regions have no independent voice in these institutions.  Regionalists have tried to overcome this 

by use of lobbying through Brussels offices, however when compared to member states of 

similar size and importance, they are at a disadvantage when it comes to access to channels of 

representation.  

The Importance of Informal Influence for Regions 

While both Scotland and Catalonia and many other regions in Europe have similar access 

to channels that influence European level legislation, this does not mean that they have differing 

levels of power and actual influence. Difficulty arises in attempting to analyze indirect influence 
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in the EU, as much of the influence happens in phone calls and behind closed doors and is hard 

to analyze. Any notion of the influence held by various actors can only be directly obtained 

through interviews with regional or central government level actors, and due to their status these 

actors are no doubt likely to exaggerate or understate the influence of regions in the European 

Union (Tatham, 2008: 494). In an article published in 2008,  Micheal Tatham conducted a series 

of interviews with a diversified group of 30 EU officials from different levels of governance and 

with policy portfolios in the area of fisheries, agricultural, or regional affairs (Tatham, 2008: 

495). 

 Tatham notes, that much literature only focuses on channels of influence and not on 

actual influence (Tatham, 2008: 494). Therefore the interviews conducted by Tatham show ways 

in which Scotland and Catalonia can affect European policy making, which is especially useful 

for the institutions where the regions only have indirect influence. As mentioned official 

representation of the regions on the Council of Ministers is only what is allowed by the member 

states, and although regional officials are allowed to sit in meetings and even represent interests 

of their nation-state, they cannot go against the wishes of the central government of their country 

(Keating and Hooghe, 1994: 274–275). However the physical presence of regional 

representatives has an effect on negotiations in the Council as representatives of the region and 

nation can work as “good cop/bad cop” or the regional representative can serve to show the 

strength of the central government’s policy or its policy constraints (Tatham, 2008: 500, 501). 

The United Kingdom has worked with Scotland in this way expressing they are constrained by 

the Scottish position on an issue or using the fact that they have Scottish support to show the 

strength of their position in policy negotiations (Tatham, 2008: 501). In interviews officials also 

noted that a visible lack of cohesion from a member state delegation could allow other member 
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states to attack that policy (Tatham, 2008: 501). Finally visibility of a representative, such as the 

Scottish representative Ross Finnie who was present in fisheries and agriculture meetings, allows 

them to have a say and an importance within the Council and directly represent and argue 

Scottish interests, even if a representative lacks official powers (Tatham, 2008: 501).  Similar 

informal lobbying occurs with the EU Commission where regional bodies are allowed and 

sometimes urged by their member states to lobby the Commission concerning legislation 

especially in early stages of legislation (Tatham, 2008: 503). The Commission and others will 

also try to exploit policy gaps between the regions and the central government (Tatham, 2008: 

503). 

 In addition to indirect channels of influence, the regions, especially the more important 

ones like Scotland and Catalonia also have important unofficial influence in the bodies where 

they have direct influence such as the European Parliament and the Committee of the Regions. 

Due to the large number of representatives in both bodies they are often viewed with skepticism 

as far as their ability to represent the regions. However MEPs, as expressed through various 

interviews, can have a disproportionate amount of influence as even a small number can still 

pose a significant challenge to any policy made by the European Commission (Tatham, 2008: 

504).  Although the Commission can overcome objections of a few MEPs, MEPs are able to use 

the fact that they are democratically elected to exert a great deal of indirect influence on EU 

policy making and the Commission cannot risk losing the confidence of too many MEPs 

(Tatham, 2008:505). The Committee of the Regions, although it lacks comparable influence can 

have added influence when the Commission lack direction or needs additional support for its 

proposals (Tatham, 2008: 505).  
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 However informal influence also works against regionalist interests. It is important to 

note that in considerations when it comes to the EU, prospective new nations would have to deal 

with opposition from other countries as well. Catalonia and Scotland are seen by many other 

groups representing stateless nations as setting a precedent for regions who desire independence 

from member nations of the EU (Bruton, 2012: 1). The supremacy of member nations also 

comes into play at this point. Although the UK is willing to yield to the results of the Scottish 

referendum, the Spanish state refuses to allow secession of any region, as this might set a 

precedent for several other autonomous regions in Spain (Bruton, 2012: 1). Although the 

Catalans have recently demanded the EU to take into consideration referendums in Catalonia, it 

is very doubtful that the EU would act against one of its member states to assist a region, 

especially seeing as how under normal circumstances, Spain would have veto power to any EU 

decision. 

Summary 

 The EU’s positive role in granting more power to regions in its member states is 

undeniable. The EU has moved Europe closer to a “Europe of Regions” on both a practical and 

rhetorical level. However while the EU has not harmed regions, it has incorporated the regions in 

more peripheral ways based on its very structure. The EU recognizes central state governments 

as the main actors in the Council of Europe, and central governments have maintained their 

gatekeeper status in regards to their regions supranational relations (Anderson, 1990: 420). 

Although the Committee of the Regions is both an important symbolic and pragmatic gesture, its 

lack of power outside of its advisory role means that it can do little to further empower regions. 

Regionalist groups have formed organizations outside of the EU to better articulate their beliefs, 
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and as they are minority groups, this is to be expected considering the EU’s priority is to 

accommodate its member states. 

 However powerful regionalists have worked to expand their influence and have done so 

outside of official channels. As noted by one official, although two regions might both have 

regional offices, that does not make the power of those offices equal (Tatham 2008, 506). 

Interviewees and other authors allude to the fact that the regions in the EU fall into two 

categories, with the group of Spanish Autonomous Communities, German Länder, and to a lesser 

extent the regions of the United Kingdom as part of a so-called “premier league” and other 

regions coming into a second less powerful league, much like football in the eyes of one 

observer interviewed. Although all regions have access to the same types of tools and channels 

of access, some, especially those with devolved legislatures and executives, can exert a greater 

deal of influence through those channels and have better quality tools to influence the policy 

making process.  To fully grasp the full potential for regional representation we will now 

examine the region of Catalonia, one of the more powerful and influential regions in Europe, its 

history, and most importantly what tools it uses to influence policy at both the domestic and EU 

levels.  

Spain and Catalonia 

The modern nation of Spain is one that has been constructed of multiple kingdoms with 

different cultural and linguistic customs. Although Spain has long been united under the 

dominant Castilian culture, fractures have been extremely visible even in modern history. The 

nature of the 1978 Spanish constitution, which grants a great degree of regional autonomy, 

shows this fact. Three of the regions of Spain have stood out among the rest as so-called historic 
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communities, namely Catalonia, the Basque Country and Galicia. With the creation of the 

European Union, these regions, like many others in Europe have sought to use this supranational 

body as a way to gain greater representation within their states and Europe. At the forefront of 

these is the region of Catalonia, which even entertains the prospect of recognition as a new and 

separate nation by the European Union.  

Catalan Motivations for Greater Regional Power 

 The Catalan Generalitat dates back to the medieval court system that existed in Catalonia 

before the existence of Spain. Although regionalist tensions have existed since Catalonia was 

brought under Castilian rule, the most notable have occurred in the 20th century. Throughout 

monarchs and authoritarian governments in the past two centuries there has been a strong trend 

towards a centralization of power under the dominant Castilian culture (Committee of the 

Regions, 1999: 109). The only exception to this trend is the extremely brief period known as the 

Second Republic which ended in the Spanish Civil War between 1936 and 1939. One of the 

main issues behind the conflict was the autonomy of Catalonia and other communities 

(Guibernau, 2004: 34). The resulting triumph of the nationalist government of Francisco Franco, 

sought to unify Spain with harsh measures, and many attempts were made to squash minority 

languages like Catalan (Guibernau, 2004: 35).  Catalan language, culture, and politics became an 

underground movement made of Catalan intellectuals who resisted Franco (Guibernau, 2004: 24). 

The Franco dictatorship, which lasted until 1978, provides significant background and 

explanation for both Catalonia’s strong desire for autonomy as well as the format of the 1978 

Spanish Constitution.  
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 The Catalan desire for autonomy is driven by a number of factors. Most prominent is the 

economic rationale that Catalonia contributes much more to Spain than it receives in services 

from the central government (Guibernau, 2004: 29). This tension has been exacerbated by the 

current state of Spain in the European Economic Crisis, as can be seen in multiple media 

accounts. In addition Catalan regionalists and nationalists seek greater regional power to spur 

greater democracy and revitalize civil society in Catalonia (Guibernau, 2004: 29). Outside of 

these rational arguments there are many emotional arguments mainly generated by the repression 

of Catalan language and culture in the past, a pride in Catalan artists and thinkers, and a 

connection to the land itself (Guibernau, 2004: 30). 

 This Catalan regionalist tendency has manifested in all political parties of the region, the 

major ones are almost all based solely in Catalonia, although some are extensions of other major 

parties: the Partido Socialista de Catalonia (PSC) is more or less a branch of the Partido 

Socialista y Obrera de Espana (PSOE). However even when they align themselves with more 

nationwide parties, Catalan parties are more regionalist than their more broad-based counterparts 

(Maddens and Libbrecht, 2009: 224,225). Even the PSC which is strongly attached to a central 

party (the PSOE) has diverged from the PSOE at multiple times in the past (van Houten, 

2009:178,179). The PSC is one of the two major players in Catalan politics, the other is the 

Convergencia I Unio(CiU) which is a center right Catalan party coalition made of two smaller 

Catalan parties, the Unio Democratica de Catalunya(UDC) and the Convergencia Democratica 

de Catalunya(CDC). On the other end of the political spectrum there is the leftist Catalan 

nationalist party the Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya(ERC) which is often the third largest 

party in regional governance competing with the nationally based Partido Popular(PP) and other 

minor Catalan parties(Marcet and Argelaguet, 1998: 70).  The fact that Catalan regionalist and 
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nationalist parties can be found at either end of the political spectrum is significant to note as this 

differentiates it from other regions in Europe where only right wing or left wing nationalist 

parties exist in a region or nation-state.  Catalanism, expressed in Catalan regionalism and 

nationalism, is thus an integral part of the political discourse in Catalonia, and separates it from 

regions like Scotland, where there is only one regionalist party (Marcet and Argelaguet, 1998: 

84). 

The 1978 Spanish Constitution and the Autonomous Communities 

 In the wake of the Franco regime and its drive towards centralization, Spain passed a 

constitution which extended many powers to the regional level. The 1978 Constitution, in its 

Preamble recognized the rights of all Spaniards to exercise their “cultures and traditions, 

languages and institutions.” The constitution, in Article 2 guarantees the “right to autonomy of 

the nationalities and regions” however states that this cannot go against the overall unity of Spain 

itself. The historical communities such as Catalonia and the Basque Country were also put on the 

fast track to autonomy, gaining full autonomy immediately whereas other regions had to pursue a 

longer process under Article 143 and Article 151 respectively. While the federalist tendencies of 

the national government are far better to Catalonia than the centralizing tendencies of Franco, the 

symmetry of the federalized nature of Spain leads in to asymmetry or at least perceived 

asymmetry for historical communities (Guibernau, 2004: 75). The practice of the central 

government in the wake of the 1978 constitution has been one of homogenizing the status of all 

regions, removing the distinction between historic nations like Catalonia and the Basque Country 

and other regions which lack the same culturally separate tendencies (Guibernau, 2004: 75).  The 

1979 Statute of Autonomy of Catalonia shows the assertion by the Generalitat that they are not 

gaining new powers but recovering a historic legacy to self-government that extends back to the 
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1400s (Guibernau, 2004: 77,78). The limits of the 1978 Constitution come into conflict with the 

idea that Catalonia should be allowed to have relations with other autonomous communities, 

including Catalan regions in France (Guibernau, 2004: 78, 79).  

 On a practical level the 1978 Constitution devolved many powers to the regions of Spain. 

Each autonomous community is required to have a democratically elected parliament and also 

receives a great deal of control over spending in its region (Committee of the Regions, 1999: 

115). Regions in Spain have control of many areas of governance including transportation, 

cultural policy, environmental policy, and health policy (Keating, 1998: 192). Certain 

autonomies like Catalonia are also allowed to recognize Catalan as a second official language 

and are granted powers to have their own autonomous police force (Committee of the Regions, 

1999: 117). These rights are protected from interference by the Spanish Constitution (Committee 

of the Regions, 1999: 117). Although the 1978 Constitution allows for greater assertion of 

regional powers, the stresses on uniformity of federalization  

Catalonian Representation in the European Union 

 Often recognized as the initial thrust towards a so-called “Europe of the Regions”, 

structural funds played an important role in Spanish regional politics. The reforms of the funds in 

1988 and 1989 have often been seen as a pivotal moment which established the principle of 

recognition of regional levels of government. The funds were seen as a way to mitigate the 

economic disparity in Europe in preparation for the formation of the single market. Perhaps the 

single greatest contribution of the structural funds is providing regional governments recognition 

and opening the door for the third level of regional to supranational relations.  The European 

Regional Development Plans did set a precedent for European governance recognizing and 
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directly working with the Autonomous Communities in Spain (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 100-

102).  Spain also began pursuing policies at a central government level to redistribute regional 

gains, which took some fiscal policy away from the regions as compared to their initial status 

under the 1978 constitution (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 99). Despite the central government 

gaining more say over regional policy, regions still hold a large role in making Spanish regional 

policy. The redistributive method at the heart of Spanish regional politics has been frustrating to 

more prosperous regions like Catalonia who see themselves as leeched off of by the less well-

developed regions in Spain.  

             The formal recognition of regional actors occurs during two phases, the consultation on 

policy matters and the regional implementation of policy measures (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 

83). On the consultation side of policy matters the most visible recognition of regional powers is 

the Committee of the Regions. Despite criticisms that regional actors’ power is diluted by the 

many representatives who are appointed directly by their central governments, the autonomous 

communities of Spain have attempted to expand the role of the Committee of the Regions by 

lobbying the Spanish government. The Catalan parties in particular have been instrumental in 

lobbying the Spanish government to urge for reforms to allow the CR to take cases before the 

European Court of Justice and the membership of the committee should be responsible to an 

assembly or democratically elected (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 91). While some efforts by 

Catalan parties to get the role of the committee expanded have succeeded, the central 

government has been less willing to widen the scope of consultation of the committee (Closa and 

Heywood, 2004: 91). Thus while the committee remains symbolically important for regions and 

has given them some access to consultation, groups wishing to pursue a regionalist agenda have 

been unable to do so.  
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               Although they are often dwarfed in power by the main parties of Spain, regionalist and 

especially Catalan parties have made use of inter-regional associations to help them gain a 

stronger voice in the European Parliament . In the European Parliament, Catalanist parties have 

participated in coalitions of regionalist parties such as the European Free Alliance, although this 

is limited to the Esquerra Republicana. The CiU partners with other Christian democrat parties 

within the EU but it is hard to say how much this helps it voice regional issues.  

Much more significant than this is the participation of Catalonia in economic interest 

groups. Catalonia is part of the Four Motors of Europe with Baden-Wuttemberg, Rhone-Alpes, 

and Lombardy as a group of four regions which has  an agreement concerning economic 

relationships and transfers of technology between the four regions (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 

92). In addition Catalonia is part of the High Technology Route and the Trans-Pyrenees Euro-

region. While the lobbying impact of these groups is not huge, the ability to form transnational 

organizations with other regionalists is significant in expanding the third level of policy making 

between the EU and the regions.  

 Catalonia, like all other Spanish Autonomous Communities has set up a regional 

information office in Brussels to obtain information about EU policies as well as promoting 

regional interests (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 89). In 1986 the Catalan Generalitat along with 

private interests created the Patonat Catala Pro Europa, which is a semi-formal embassy for 

Catalonia as well as a forum for discussion of regional interests among the contributing parties 

(Roller and Sloat, 2003: 88, 89). Although initially Catalan elites were hopeful of the 

organization’s role, confusion over objectives has led to a mixed response from the Generalitat 

and Catalan elites concerning its effectiveness and potential future uses (Roller and Sloat, 2003: 

88).  
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The EU’s effect on Spanish-Catalan relationships 

While the creation of a third level of policy creation is most easily observable in Catalan-

EU relations, the growing importance of regions to the EU as well as the growing importance of 

the EU to regions has rebalanced the relationship between Spain and Catalonia. As mentioned 

earlier in the context of structural funds, EU regional policy has caused a shift in the relationship 

that is often double-edged.  While regions have received more power the central government of 

Spain has been required to develop a more coherent regional policy than it had in the early years 

of its democracy.   

Within Spain the Spanish government has set up the Conference on EU Affairs (Spanish 

acronym CARCE) which was created in 1989 and is a series of general and policy specific 

meetings between the Autonomous Communities and Spain. After initial rejection especially by 

the regionalist actors in Catalonia and the Basque Country the CARCE was adopted by these 

groups as part of a compromise with the PP in 1998 (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 94). Although 

the CARCE’s guiding principles state that the central government should maintain control over 

foreign affairs, the CARCE did empower the Autonomous Communities on the EU level by 

serving as means for all ACs to discuss EU policy and integration with tangible impact on 

Spain’s decision as a whole (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 94). In addition to the CARCE there are 

conferences based on various policy sectors that the EU considers, however these sectoral 

conferences are only advisory and ineffective (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 95).  

Due to the special status of the Basque Country and Catalonia they have also received 

separate bilateral committees to further coordinate with the Spanish government on EU affairs. 

Although this committee has no official powers, the membership is composed of high level 
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officials on both the regional and central side of things, illustrating that this is a fairly influential 

policy channel for Catalonia (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 96). The CiU also took advantage of 

coalition building in the past with the Partido Popular to gain a significant say in EU affairs with 

many regional officials are given seats in important committees and commission positions as part 

of the Spanish representation (Roller and Sloat, 2003: 91). The CiU has also gained victories 

from Spain’s Constitutional Court in the past, granting them more and more power to have a say 

in European affairs independent of Spain (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 96).However certain 

policy victories have seen a step backward in the recent years due to more secure wins by the PP. 

The Role of the Spanish Government as a Gatekeeper 

 Although the CiU was able to gain power when working within coalitions it has had more 

trouble doing so in recent years. The central government has sought to limit so of the powers of 

the ACs, especially the more active ones such as Catalonia, in part to keep them from getting 

disproportionate power when compared to Spain’s less politically active ACs when it comes to 

domestic regional policy (Closa and Heywood, 2004:103).  The strong majority that put the 

Aznar government in power allowed the central government to reject expanding the role of 

autonomous communities illustrated in Aznar’s rejection of allowing regional participation at the 

European Convention which emerged from the Lacken Declaration (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 

104). This is not the first time Spain has rejected European reforms that empower the regions, 

and the most power gained by the CiU to affect Spanish foreign policy decisions, was and still is 

through political bargaining and informal domestic channels (Closa and Heywood, 2004: 103). 
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Summary 

 Catalonia is one of the most prominent of Spain’s Autonomous Communities. Despite 

considerable power granted to it and other historical nations by the 1978 constitution, Catalonia 

desires to gain further control over its foreign affairs and especially EU relations. It has used a 

number of means to expand its influence both in the EU and the domestic stage, using lobbying 

and coalition building to be granted more influence by Spain in the European Commission.  

Although it has not had a monopoly on regional control, the CiU has been a contender for power 

since the end of Franco’s reign, making it one of the groups that pushed hard for European 

representation for regions since the 1980s. To see the importance of its strategies and policies it 

is useful to examine a powerful regional party that has only more recently moved into a position 

of regional control: the SNP.            
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The United Kingdom and Scotland: The Rise of Scottish Power 

 The United Kingdom has seen the rise of many regionalist parties in the past few decades 

with parties like Plaid Cymru, Sinn Fein, The Social Democratic and Labour Party, and most 

notably the Scottish National Party. Whereas in the past these groups were labeled the “celtic 

fringe” and marginalized, with continued devolution of politics in the United Kingdom, the 

regions of Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland are growing increasingly autonomous. While 

recent electoral victories of the Conservatives have made further devolution unlikely, Scotland 

has sought other means to move away from the center of Westminster by proposing a 

referendum on Scotland remaining part of the U.K. and seeking the EU as a means to further 

their dreams of independence.  

The History of Scotland and the United Kingdom 

 Scotland has been part of the United Kingdom since the Act of Union of 1707. Although 

they have remained loyal subjects of the Crown, as anyone vaguely familiar with Scotland can 

attest, they have maintained and rebuilt a distinct cultural identity. With the Act of Union, 

Scotland still maintained many powers of government on a local level (Newell, 1998:105). The 

Scottish National Party was founded in 1934 as a union of two other parties but it did not see 

electoral success on a national level until 1967. In 1967 in part due to the lack of support for the 

Labour party in regional elections, regional parties like the SNP and the Welsh Plaid Cymru 

entered into the political scene (Hassan, 2009: 3). The SNP evolved from a minor party to a 

major party with a calculated center left ideology in the 1970s and 1980s (Hassan, 2009: 4).  

 The increased presence and growth of the SNP and Scottish nationalism is attributed to a 

number of factors, notably the increasing failure of the central U.K. government to deal with 
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Scottish problems (Newell, 1998: 106). However the electoral support of the party remained 

small for the longest time as Scottish people trusted large nationally based parties to solve their 

problems until the aforementioned lack of faith in Labour in 1967 (Newell, 1998: 106,107). 

However this changed during the reign of the Conservatives and Margaret Thatcher. The 

negative reaction of Scottish people to a poll tax proposed by the Thatcher government which 

would be implemented in Scotland first solidified the status of the Scottish National Party 

(Newell, 1998: 109). Overall Scotland suffered as a region under Thatcherism due to 

unemployment as well as dependence on the social safety net (Bache, 2008: 97). As is the case 

elsewhere in Europe, when nationally based parties were insensitive to the needs of a specific 

region, regionalist parties were able to gain support and political viability. Finally the most 

significant thing to affect the SNP’s power was the creation of the Scottish Parliament in 1999 

under Tony Blair’s New Labour government.  

 Due to Scotland’s perception that the central government did not represent their interests 

after the policies of the Thatcher era, the people of Scotland voted in a referendum in 1997 in 

favor of establishing a Scottish Parliament and this was granted by Westminster (Bache, 2008: 

97). The Parliament and Executive created in 1999 allowed Scotland to have a decision over 

much of its domestic policy, although foreign affairs were reserved for the government in 

Westminster. The Scottish Parliament has allowed the Scottish National Party to take control of 

politics at a local level in Scotland, which makes it a much more important player than it was 

ever in the central government at Westminster (Mackay, 2009: 79). While initially the SNP 

remained the largest opposition party to Labour in the Scottish Parliament in 2007 the SNP took 

control off the Scottish Parliament. The shift of the SNP from a minor fringe party to holding a 
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majority stake in the devolved parliament has also marked a shift to a more pragmatic viewpoint 

overall (Mackay, 2009: 88).  

Irish Precedent  

 The United Kingdom has long had to deal with the “Irish question” in its politics. The 

southern part of Ireland was given independence after a long struggle with British rule as the 

Republic of Ireland while six counties of Northern Ireland remained part of the United Kingdom. 

The division of Ireland led to a violent series of conflicts between Catholics and Protestants in 

the Northern Ireland known as the Troubles. The Good Friday Agreement which was created in 

response to the Troubles led to, among other things, the creation of a power sharing governing 

body and a great deal of decentralization of powers to a regional assembly. In addition the Good 

Friday Agreement set up cooperation between the British and Irish governments which expanded 

to include representatives from the Welsh and Scottish Assemblies (Murray, 2000: 128,129). In 

addition due to a number of historical ties between Scotland and Ireland, the Irish government 

maintains a consulate in Scotland and deals directly with the Scottish Executive as well as a 

number of business associations (Murray, 2000: 130,131). It is important to note that the Scottish 

government is thus directly engaged in bilateral relations with an EU member state to an extent 

independent of the influence of the U.K. The existence of other devolved authorities like the 

Northern Ireland Assembly which deals with another country directly as well as through the 

United Kingdom central government is a significant feature unique to the U.K. The case of the 

Republic of Ireland is also a strong ideological precedent, as it presents a case of secession from 

the United Kingdom less than a century ago. Ireland’s relatively positive relationship with the 

United Kingdom in the past few decades as well as its economic prosperity before the collapse of 
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the global markets, show what some hope an independent Scotland would look like (Murray, 

2000: 132).  

Scotland and the EU  

  Although it has not had a regional assembly for as long as many of its counterpart  

regions that desire greater autonomy, Scotland has come to see the European Union as a tool for 

its ends. The interests of Scotland are different from those of the United Kingdom, seeing as it is 

a rural populace where the fishing and whiskey industries are larger than anywhere else in the 

U.K. (Wright, 2003: 99).  In the many years before devolution there were issues with the lack of 

consideration for Scottish concerns articulated by the U.K. government in Brussels, especially in 

economic areas where the U.K.s policy hurt Scottish interests such as whiskey making (Wright, 

2003: 100,101). This has led to an overall call for greater Scottish representation in EU policy 

making from multiple sectors of the Scottish populace as U.K. representation has proved 

insufficient for Scottish interests, especially during the 1980s where Thatcherism was strongly 

objected to by the Scottish.  

It is important to note that before 1999 Scottish regional policy was handled by the 

Scottish Office, a part of the U.K. central government, and without a regional government 

Scotland received less power and recognition during the implementation of European Structural 

Funds in the 1980s and 1990s. The 1994 allocation of funds was especially disadvantageous to 

Scotland as the central government allocated less funds to Scotland compared with other regions 

in the U.K. like Cornwall despite a greater need in Scotland for structural adjustment (Wright, 

2009: 55, 56). While the Scottish Parliament was granted oversight in 1999, it is important to 

note that instead of recognizing Scotland as a region, the structural funds reinforced the 
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prominence of the central Westminster government (Wright, 2009: 56). This fact highlights the 

centralized nature of the United Kingdom government until the New Labour reforms of 1999.  

 As with Spain, the EU has also provided a supranational framework and ideological 

justification for nationalists in Scotland. Like other nationalist parties, the SNP was at first 

skeptical of giving power to a supranational body without having a Scottish voice, resulting in 

the SNP unsuccessfully urging the Scottish people to reject UK accession into the EEC (Hepburn, 

2009: 193).  However since the mid-1990s, the SNP adopted support of the EU seeing at as a 

way to mitigate economic damage caused by independence from the U.K. as well as providing 

political support and recognition (Hepburn, 2009: 193, 194). Scottish interests have thus 

embraced the EU as a means to an end and been supportive of continued involvement of the 

regions in European governance and decision making both through direct interactions with the 

EU as well as lobbying Westminster to increase said role. The creation of a Scottish Parliament 

has led to a change in how Scottish institutions relate to the European Union, with the Scottish 

executive and Parliament both having committee that deal with and articulate EU policy (Wright, 

2000: 140). However as the Scotland Act reserved foreign policy for the central U.K. 

government, these institutions must continue to act through counterparts in Westminster through 

the Joint Ministerial Committee (Wright, 2000: 140). However the Scottish Parliament and 

Executive are given the power to discuss and advise the central government of foreign policy 

which is a major step forward from the centralized government that existed before 1999. 

 In direct participation with the EU, Scotland as well as the SNP has used institutions like 

the Committee of the Regions and the European Parliament directly as well as attempting to gain 

greater say on the Council of Ministers.  Scotland has two organizations that lobby and serve as 

unofficial embassies in Brussels: Scotland House and Scotland Europa. Scotland Europa is a 
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group which represents Scottish private and public interests in Brussels and has existed since the 

1990s whereas Scotland House is a group of civil servants represents interests of the Scottish 

Parliament. It is arguable how much more Scotland House will be able to affect policy, but its 

powers should not be completely discounted (Wright, 2000: 143).   SNP members of European 

Parliament are part of the European Free Alliance, which is made of many regionalist parties, 

which the SNP helped create. However Scottish enthusiasm for the European Union is not 

absolute as they have objected to aspects of European agricultural and fisheries policies, as well 

as skepticism towards adopting a common currency (Hepburn, 2009: 196).  

The EU, the UK and Scotland  

 Before devolution in 1999 the linking institution for Scotland to the central government 

was the Scottish Office. However after the passage of the Scotland Act, this power passed over 

to one of multiple, Joint Ministerial Committees and to a lesser extent the Council of the Isles, 

although the two sometimes coincided (Keating, 2010: 148). However the Joint Ministerial 

Committees had little impact except for the one concerning EU affairs (Keating, 2010: 148). As 

it was common that the ruling party in central government had power in the regions as well, the 

official coordination body, the Joint Ministerial Committee fell into to disuse and was difficult to 

bring back as a work means of communication between the two governments as informal 

meetings were still preferred (Wright, 2009: 181, 182). Scottish interests are still represented by 

the Scottish Secretary of State in the UK Cabinet (Keating, 2010: 149). There have also been 

mixed results with cooperation of ministers at the EU level, with Scottish members serving as 

part of the UK delegation in some areas and are not taken into consideration in others (Keating, 

2010: 151). Despite official channels it is clear that due to the change in government and the fact 
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that the SNP is not part of a national coalition that it has been unable to use this influence to 

sway the UK’s EU policy like the CiU did in Spain in the 1990s.  

Summary 

 Despite its relative lack of influence until extremely recently, the SNP has sought to use 

Europe as a tool to bypass the central government for some time.  Representatives from the SNP 

sit in the committee of the Regions, the European Parliament, and by the side of officials from 

the UK government in the European Commission and Council of Ministers. While it has gained a 

good deal of official influence, when compared with Catalonia it becomes evident that it lacks 

comparable informal influence. This is an important subject that will be discussed in the next 

section.  
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Figure 2: Red arrows indicate direct relationships between the UK and the EU, Blue lines represent direct relationships 

between Scotland and organizations, and dashed green arrows indicate indirect relationships between Scottish and EU 

institutions 
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Similarities between Scotland and Catalonia  

 Scotland and Catalonia are often compared with each other in the context with a desire to 

gain a greater degree of autonomy in the European Union. This is a valid comparison for a 

number of reasons both in their backgrounds as well as the methods they have employed to gain 

more power away from the central governments of their respective countries. Scotland and 

Catalonia have been part of their respective nation-states since the middle ages but both trace 

back a distinct culture and series of governmental institutions. Although both regions have been 

unified in governance with Spain and the United Kingdom, distinct Catalan and Scottish 

institutions have kept both separate (Roller and Sloat, 2003: 84,85). Both Spain and the United 

Kingdom have multiple devolved regions with regionalist organizations, and even violent 

regionalist organizations, the ETA and IRA respectively. Both have gone into periods of 

decentralization after periods of centralized government, with Franco in Spain and to a less 

extreme extent, Thatcher in the U.K. Both Catalonia and Scotland have regional assemblies and 

executives and forums in which they relate to their central governments. In recent months both 

have flirted with the prospective of independence in the wake of the election of centralizing 

parties to the central government. 

 Spain and Catalonia also are similar in the way they relate to the European Union. Both 

have lobbies in Brussels which represent private and public interests. Both utilize the Committee 

of Regions, both have representatives in the European Parliament and both have tried to gain an 

increased say in the Council of Ministers. Both participate and use transnational coalitions to 

help further their causes. Within both Spain and the United Kingdom the central governments 

have created bodies which coordinate action and policies of the central government with that of 

the regional government, even in regards to European foreign policy.  
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In both cases it has been concessions from the central government that have led to a move 

away from the center. In Spain the constitutional courts and the constitutional courts have 

granted the Autonomous Communities and especially Catalonia and the Basque Country great 

deals of autonomy. The lack of a written U.K. constitution provides a good deal of leeway for 

open interpretation of involvement of the Scottish Parliament and executive (Roller and Sloat, 

2003: 80). Both states have set up coordination bodies between the central and regional 

governments with the Joint Ministerial Committee in the United Kingdom and the CARCE in 

Spain, along with bilateral arrangements like the Scotland Office. Outside of these official 

government channels both governments also seek to lobby the central governments concerning 

European policy with Scotland wishing to use the United Kingdom as a “partner” and not a 

“gatekeeper” in the European arena (Roller and Sloat, 2003: 86). Both Catalonia and Scotland 

have asymmetric levels of devolved power when compared to other regions in their respective 

countries.  

Differentiating Factors between Scotland and Catalonia 

 While there are numerous similarities between Catalonia and Scotland there are also 

many differences. The first and foremost is the length of time nationalists have had control over 

regional institutions. The Catalan Generalitat has existed since the passage of the 1978 Spanish 

constitution and the CiU has seen considerable support throughout the years. The Scottish 

Parliament did not exist until 1999 and the Scottish National Party did not even gain a slim 

majority until 2007, and before this only had some say over regional and local policies. Although 

some ideologies and methods may unite the SNP and CiU, their strengths are also not 

comparable until recently with the CiU able to win more power for Catalonia through coalition 

building as well as through struggles in Spain’s Constitutional Courts ( Roller and Sloat 2003, 
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90). No equivalent court system exists in the United Kingdom nor has the SNP been as 

successful in building coalitions regionally or nationally (Roller and Sloat, 2003: 90). This led to 

at least an initial difference in prioritization with Scotland seeking to work domestically to 

expand its autonomy and the CiU, which is considerably more powerful in Spain, seeking to 

work towards further decentralization of power using European involvement (Roller and Sloat, 

2003: 90).   

 Outside of institutional differences the motivations for both stateless nations to seek more 

delegation of power to the regions are also different. The Scottish seek greater control over 

policy on an economic level due to major differences with what sectors they prioritize when 

compared to the English, namely fishing and whiskey making. The Scottish also hoped to follow 

the example of the prosperous small nations in its vicinity, but after the 2008 financial crisis 

rendered Ireland and Iceland in deep economic trouble this position was abandoned (Hassan, 

2009: 12).  The Catalans also have an economic rationale but theirs is more centered on the view 

that they are unfairly burdened with providing revenue for the rest of Spain due to their success 

relative to the rest of the country. On an ideological and cultural level the Catalans and Scottish 

differ despite outward similarities. Many Catalans can still remember a time when their language 

was banned by the state, their institutions threatened, and their identity as Catalan viewed as 

incompatible with being Spanish. Scotland wants power and influence at it views the United 

Kingdom as insufficiently responsive to Scottish demands. Although this tension came to a head 

in the 1980s, there was never a time in recent history where being Scottish and being British 

were mutually exclusive categories that conflicted to the same extent as being Catalan versus 

being Spanish. Although the SNP’s influence exists, many votes go to the SNP as a protest 

against poor performance by the Labour party, as it is clear the Conservative Party has very  little 
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base in Scotland. The CiU has been a strong regional part for years that competes against 

multiple national and regionally based parties.  

Analysis: Highlighting the Importance of Secondary Institutional Venues 

 It is evident to regionalist parties as well as the member states that the European Union 

will not lead to a federation of many independent regions in Europe or any idealized “Europe of 

the Regions” in the near future.  The EU remains primarily an organization of its member states 

and although regions in the EU play more of a role on a supranational level when compared to 

most other supranational bodies, the regions of Europe are still greatly constrained by what their 

national government will permit. The third level of the policy making game is not fully 

developed, despite initial hopes and desires. In the Council of Ministers and the European 

Commission, the regions are only allowed to be present with the permission of their member 

state. In the areas where regions and regional parties do have direct representation, such as the 

Committee of the Regions and the European Parliament their power is greatly diluted by the 

large number of representatives that were appointed by a central government. The influence of 

regional actors who also have offices in Brussels and make up regional associations cannot be 

denied. However the influence of regions in terms of official representation falls below that of 

member states of comparable population.  

 The continued turn towards European lobbying shows that regions which have the ability 

will turn towards the EU as a venue for lobbying, if they feel that their policy goals are not 

addressed by the central government. The bodies that exist linking the central state to the regions 

in both countries are viewed by the regions as insufficient and do very little to help the regions to 

work with the central government. This is not surprising as granting too much of a voice power 
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to a vocal minority in a country would cause other regions to demand similar representation. The 

inability of the standard two level game to resolve policy disputes in the eyes of certain regions 

has led to the attempt to open up the third level of policy. However anything that occurs at the 

level between regional and supranational authorities is only what is allowed by the nation state. 

In both the United Kingdom and Spain, foreign policy is explicitly reserved for the national 

government, yet both have encouraged input from the regions through domestic channels as well 

as allowing for Brussels Offices. Although the Spanish government did challenge the 

constitutionality of the Brussels office, the Constitutional Courts rejected this challenge. Thus 

while member states can greatly constrain the representation of regions in the EU, Spain and the 

United Kingdom have given Catalonia and Scotland more say in the EU than is required of them.  

 It is important to note that despite a number of differences between Scotland and 

Catalonia, especially the difference in their power in their respective countries, that both the SNP 

and CiU have fairly comparable institutional representation in the EU. Both have Brussels 

offices, MEPs, representatives in the Committee of the Regions  Even in the domestic setting 

both have similar with participation in regional conferences and bilateral conferences with the 

central government.  

Difference of Indirect Influence and Official Influence between Scotland and 

Catalonia  

 However an important factor for these regions in Europe is the role the central state plays 

with the regional government. In cases where the nation-state acts as a restricting gate keeper 

there is extremely limited opportunity for the regional governments and interest groups to bypass 

their home country (Moore, 2008: 519). The EU is legally bound to respect the sovereignty of its 
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member states, and further pressured by the many member states that fear that giving certain 

regions in the EU too much leeway would jeopardize their control over their own regions, as 

seen in Spain’s opposition to Scottish independence.  However when the regions are able to work 

as partners with their central government, they gain a greater deal of representation. The CiU 

worked to give itself more power in the European arena through coalition building throughout 

the 1990s (Roller and Sloat, 2003: 91). Although the SNP has not been able to successfully build 

coalitions on the national level, when working with rather than against the United Kingdom in 

European policy, it has been successful in pursuing its interests, especially within the European 

Commission or Council of Ministers (Keating, 2010: 155). In both cases bargaining with the 

central government became more difficult when the more Eurosceptic parties rose to power with 

a strong majority (Roller and Sloat, 2003: 91,92).  This can be seen with the rise to power of the 

Conservatives in the U.K. and the Partido Popular in Spain after the fall of New Labour and the 

PSOE respectively. 

 The 2008 economic crisis coupled with the election of parties that are perceived to be 

less willing to work with the regions, have spurred new attempts to re-negotiate the relationship 

between center and periphery. Both Scotland and Catalonia are organizing a referendum in 

which they ask their voters to decide on independence from the U.K. and Spain respectively. As 

there is at least a perception and in many cases a reality that Catalan and Scottish demands are 

taken into consideration by their central government, both states have sought to push to get 

independence in a European context, although they wish to stay in close relationships with Spain 

and the United Kingdom respectively. Although this paper does not seek to speculate on the 

success of the independence referendums, it is important to note that there will be multiple 

challenges on the regional, domestic, and European levels as far as these new countries are 
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concerned. If these do not pass it is likely that the next step for regionalist parties will be 

building more links at the domestic level. With a change in government in Spain and assuming 

the continued electoral viability of the SNP, it is likely we could see attempts to build coalitions 

on the national level to get a greater EU role. In the case of the United Kingdom and Scotland it 

is likely there will be a continuing evolving of linking institutions between the Scottish and 

Westminster parliaments. However if the SNP loses power and Labour retakes control at both 

national and regional levels, this might cause a shift back to informal party mechanisms of 

influence.                                                                                                                                    

Conclusion    

 The difference between Scotland and Catalonia consists of how they exert influence. 

Scotland relies more on official channels while Catalonia has direct institutional access as a great 

deal of unofficial influence on the domestic and supranational levels. This is in part because 

Catalonia and the CiU have had a regional government for far longer than Scotland. As 

mentioned before, this is what separates regions in the EU in terms of power to shape policy. 

This sometimes manifests in different access channels as seen with Scotland and Catalonia 

having more say on the European Commission and Council of Ministers due to their domestic 

influences. Regions which are less prominent in their countries have less access to the European 

Commission or Council of Ministers. Influence is not as easily observed when it goes outside 

official channels but it can be seen that there are powerful regions and less powerful regions 

mainly differentiated by domestic levels of power that translate upwards to the EU level in the 

former of larger offices in Brussels and more active use of transregional groups to pursue their 

agendas. 
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 Although Europe is a long way from the concept of the Europe of the Regions, one 

cannot ignore the power and influence regions have been granted, especially in comparison with 

most other supranational organizations. While the official channels of representation are quite 

limited, motivated regionalist actors can and do make use of unofficial influence. It is important 

to note that the state is still the main actor and route of access for regions, as it allows regional 

representatives more say in the European Commission and Council of Ministers, which have the 

most power out of EU institutions. In attempting to bypass the central government of their state, 

the tools left to regions are much more limited. While the regions have been given a voice in 

Europe, that voice is easily lost in the many voices, however by working with their central 

government, lobbying at the EU level, and making full use of their channels of influence, a 

region’s voice can be heard and have a real effect on policy. 
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